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Abstract—Distributed data services usually rely on consensus
protocols, such as Paxos and Raft, to provide fault-tolerance
and data consistency across distributed data centers and even
edge networks. In consensus protocols, erasure coded replication
has appealing storage and network cost savings compared with
full copy replication, which help achieve low latency, high fault-
tolerance and high throughput. However, the liveness level will
inevitably decrease when erasure codes are naively applied in
consensus protocols. To keep the original liveness level, an existing
protocol, called CRaft, switches from erasure coded replication
to full copy replication when the number of failures exceeds
a certain threshold. Such a solution, however, degrades system
performance sharply. To tackle this problem, this work proposes
a novel protocol called HRaft to enable graceful degradation on
storage and network efficiency when failures happen. Without
using full copy replication, it replenishes some coded blocks in
healthy servers to reduce storage and network costs and to keep
data consistency. The performance of the proposed protocol will
be evaluated by deploying it into practical networks.

Index Terms—Erasure codes, consensus protocol, Raft, Paxos,
fault tolerance, network storage

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, various distributed collaborative applications are

increasingly deployed at the network edge and referred to as

edge cloud services, reducing latency and improving scalabil-

ity by operating closer to end users. However, it is challenging

to achieve the expected goals in data consensus and fault-

tolerance [1]. In edge networks, servers are less reliable and

data delivery may have unpredictable latency. To architect such

distributed services, Paxos and its variants like Raft [2], with

the underlying replicated state machines, play the heart role

due to their fault-tolerance properties and proven consistency

guarantees. They allow a cluster of servers, say N = 2F +1,

to work as a coherent group by distributing commands and

replicating data in each server’s log in a consistent sequence.

Traditionally, these protocols typically guarantee safety and

liveness by full copy replication, which means they always

return correct results and can fully functional if the majority

of servers have no failures. As an alternative, erasure codes can

achieve the equivalent fault tolerance but with better storage

utilization over full copy replication. This idea is realized by

RS-Paxos [3], which firstly extends Paxos to support erasure

coding replication. However, a major problem with RS-Paxos

consensus protocol is that it cannot tolerate F failures any

more like Paxos, i.e., the system liveness level is always

less than F . We may take the liveness level as a tradeoff

between storage redundancy and failure tolerance, which is

the motivation of this paper. To maintain the liveness level at

F , another coded consensus protocol called CRaft is proposed

in [4]. Under CRaft, when the number of failed servers exceeds

a certain threshold, the system switches from erasure coding

replication to full copy replication. The drawback is that the

storage cost is high when the threshold is exceeded.

As the contribution of this paper, we generalize the work of

CRaft and outline a new protocol, called HRaft, to reduce the

storage and communication costs as much as possible while

keeping the liveness level as Raft. HRaft dynamically adjusts

the placement of the coded blocks and replicates some coded

blocks to healthy servers. The storage cost is shown to be

significantly reduced.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System model

Since Raft is very popular consensus protocol, we use it as

the basis to develop our new protocol. Consider N = 2F + 1
servers in a network, where F is the liveness level of Raft,

defined as the number of failed servers that the network can

tolerate. The system of these N servers receives data values
from users, and tries to commit the values in a log of each

server. Each log position is called a slot or entry.

In Raft, a leader is first elected from one of the N servers

by majority vote. Note that a candidate server S1 can receive

a vote from another server S2 only if the log of S1 is at

least as recent as that of S2. When the leader receives a log

entry from a user, it replicates the entry to other servers. If

the replication is successful for at least F + 1 servers, the

leader will commit and accept the entry, and then inform other

servers to follow. Note that a replication can be unsuccessful at

a particular server if it is down. The availability of all servers

can be detected by the so-called heartbeat mechanism. If the

current leader is down, a new one will be elected.

Consider a erasure-coded system based on Raft. A (k,m)-
RS code encodes a given value into N = k+m coded blocks,

where k ≤ F + 1. Each coded block is 1/k of the original

data block and to be delivered to each server as a log entry.

If the coded blocks are successfully stored in at least F + k
servers, the value is committed. Otherwise, the value should

not be committed because if F servers (including the leader)

fail, the next elected leader may not be able to see k coded

blocks. Since there must be at least F+k healthy servers in the

system(N = 2F+1), the liveness level is FRS � N−F−k =
F − k + 1, which is strictly less than F for k > 1.
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B. Design Goal

To keep the liveness level at F , a potential way is to

add more redundancy on each server, which can be done

adaptively. Once the number of failed servers, f , exceeds FRS ,

more data should be stored on each healthy server. In CRaft,

this is done by switching to full copy replication. In other

words, there are two modes in CRaft. If f ≤ FRS , RS code

is used. Note that the leader always stores a full copy of the

data value, i.e. the k data blocks, in order to facilitate read

operations. Therefore, during failure, the storage cost, C, is

(2F − f)/k + 1. If f > FRS , the storage cost becomes

C = 2F − f + 1, (1)

since each server stores one copy of the data value. As a result,

there is a sudden increase in storage cost when f changes from

FRS to FRS + 1.

The key idea of our work is to improve the tradeoff between

data redundancy and the liveness level. Our design goal can be

stated as follows: Design an efficient consensus protocol which
can adaptively maintain erasure coded blocks among healthy
servers and minimize the storage cost when the number of
failed servers varies from FRS to F .

III. APPROACH

A. Workflow

HRaft distributes erasure coded blocks into the network

through the following two stages: placement and replenish-
ment. In the placement stage, the leader sends the coded blocks

to all healthy followers once getting the value from a user. A

follower responds to the leader by sending an acknowledge-

ment after successfully receives the coded block. When the

leader gets at least F+k−1 acknowledgements, it will commit

the corresponding log entry, inform the followers, and skip the

replenishment stage. Otherwise, the leader starts to replenish

some coded blocks to healthy followers. Suppose the leader

received p acknowledgements, where F ≤ p < F + k − 1.

(That means, there are f = N − 1− p failed servers.) In the

replenishment stage, the leader selects q � F+k−1−p coded

blocks from the coded blocks intended for the failed followers,

where q is the quantity to be replenished. Then, the leader

randomly selects F servers from the group of healthy followers

and copy the q coded blocks to each of them. These F servers

are called helpers, hence the name HRaft. After receiving the

acknowledgements from these followers, the leader commits

the log entry. Note that the safety requirement is guaranteed

because the next elected leader, being voted by at least F other

servers, must be able to see k coded blocks.

During the failure, the storage cost, C, is given by

C = 1 +
p

k
+

Fq

k
= 1 +

2F − f + F (f − FRS)

k
, (2)

where FRS < f ≤ F . If f = F , the storage costs for CRaft

and HRaft are both equal to F + 1. Since the storage cost

for CRaft is a strictly decreasing function of f while that for

HRaft is an increasing function of f , the storage cost of HRaft

TABLE I
A COMPARISON OF STORAGE COST WHEN THERE ARE f FAILED SERVERS

(N = 11, F = 5, k = 4 AND FRS = 2).

f = 0 f = 1 f = 2 f = 3 f = 4 f = 5

CRaft 3.5 3.25 3 8 7 6

HRaft 3.5 3.25 3 4 5 6

is always strictly less than that of CRaft for FRS < f < F .

A concrete example is shown in Table I.

B. Main techniques
We list the main issues in the design of HRaft as follows:

First, the leadership change procedure is critical to ensure

the correctness in the safety and liveness of the consensus

protocol. Briefly, we ensure that as long as there are F + 1
healthy servers in the system, they should contain at least k
coded blocks for the committed log entries after the placement

stage. Thus, the new leader can recover the original log entry

through these k coded blocks in the system.
Second, the mechanism for server failure detection has a

strong impact on system performance due to the continuous

need to replenish or remove data blocks among healthy

servers. We adopt the periodical heartbeat mechanism of Raft

to detect the server state. The protocol is carefully designed

to adjust the placement of coded blocks for failure recovery.
Third, the proposed protocol will be evaluated both by

simulation and deployed in real applications. The performance

metrics include the write latency, throughput and network

bandwidth. To fairly compare the performance of Raft, CRaft

and HRaft, we will use the same benchmark workloads of the

experiments as CRaft. The server fault and recovery will be

injected during the experiments. We will focus on analyzing

the trade-off between the liveness level and efficiency cost.
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